
Security Advisory AE-Advisory 17-12 Criticality Medium      

Advisory Released
On 02-Mar-2017

Impact
If exploited, the bug allows attackers to execute code as 'root' or in other words, have full control
to the infected machine.

Solution
Refer to the "Solution" section below

Affected Devices (As of 02-Mar-2017)
• MacOS

Summary
 
aeCERT has researched and found out about a bug in ESET Endpoint Antivirus software which can
be exploited to perform remote execution attacks through the 'root' superuser of Apple Mac
systems. If exploited, the bug allows attackers to execute codes are 'root', of which the
possibilities for damage are endless. Further information is explained in the Threat Details section
below.

 
Threat Details

 
The problem lies within an outdated XML parsing library utilized by the software which does not
perform proper server authentication checks. The esets_daemon service, which runs as root, is
statically linked with an outdated version of the POCO XML parser library version 1.4.6p1 from
06-03-2013. This version of POCO is based on Expat version 2.0.1 from 05-06-2007, which has a
publicly known XML parsing vulnerability as mentioned above. This allows for arbitrary remote
code execution via malformed XML content.

When ESET Endpoint Antivirus tries to activate its license, esets_daemon sends a request to
https://edf.eset.com/edf. The esets_daemon services does not validate the web server's
certificate, therefore, a man-in-the-middle can intercept the request and respond with using a
self-signed HTTPS certificate. The esets_daemon service parses the response as an XML
document which allows the attacker to supply malformed content and the exploit code to achieve
arbitrary code execution as 'root'.

ESET Endpoint Antivirus
Software Allows Mac Remote
Code Execution Attacks



Solution
 
ESET  patched  this  vulnerability  in  ESET  Endpoint  Antivirus  version  6.4.168.0,  refer  to  the
following URL for further information:

https://www.eset.com/us/business/endpoint-security/mac-antivirus/
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